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About This Content

I know another story. I heard this one from Panik. There were two friends. One of them was a good fighter in Inupiaq games, and
a good hunter. One was a good swimmer. The two friends were brave. Whenever they would cross the sea, they would use only

willow as their boat paddles...

Spring has come to the Arctic and Nuna and Fox return in Never Alone: Foxtales -- the first expansion to 2014’s award-winning
indie hit Never Alone (Kisima Ingitchuna).

Travel across open seas, swim through the ruins of a sunken village and paddle up the Noatak River on a mission to rescue a
new friend. You’ll need all your wits and the skills of both companions to survive the dangers of the swirling currents, fierce

creatures and hidden underwater hazards of the Alaska coast. Only by working together can Nuna and Fox save their friend and
defeat an unexpected foe.

Foxtales features three all new levels full of environments to explore, puzzles to solve and enemies to face. Developed in
partnership with the Alaska Native community, Foxtales reminds us that some challenges are best faced together and that even

the smallest among us deserve respect.

Features

Take to the seas -- Climb aboard your umiaq (a sealskin canoe) and take to the waters of the coasts, rivers and lakes of
Northwest Alaska. Paddle through waves, ice floes and rapids or dive underwater and journey across the sea floor, inside
mysterious caverns and through a sunken village.
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Seek the help of the spirits and your companion -- Discover spirit helpers who can change the course of currents at
your command. Switch between Nuna and Fox in single player mode or play with a friend in local co-op mode.

Explore Alaska Native culture -- Foxtales includes five new unlockable Cultural Insight videos featuring members of
the Alaska Native community including the family of Willie Panik Goodwin, Sr., the storyteller whose tale of “The Two
Coastal Brothers” inspired the game.
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Title: Never Alone: Foxtales
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Upper One Games, E-Line Media
Publisher:
E-Line Media
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 @ 2.2GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5600+ @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 440 GT or Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 or equivalent gamepad required for local co-op

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegian,Polish,Swedish,Simplified Chinese
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Alright I've played 4 Pug Games counting this one I just want to say that I do recommend this game because it is good but Turbo
Pug (Not 3D), Super Mega Neo Pug and Space Pug are better because this game has a lot of bugs and this may just be me but
the leaderboard has some issues that need to be fixed. Basically Odin is the only character I enjoyed playing. All the others
seemed rather useless.. Smokebox knocked another out of the park with this locomotive. While a relatively simple locomotive,
compared to his previous offerings, he keeps pushing the realistic physics to their boundaries. Don't let the simplicity of running
this engine fool you, as everything in the cabin works exactly as it should. You need to think before you brake, as this train
doesn't have standard train brakes (rather, a series of whistles causes your brakeman to go about his business). Firing the train is
simple, intuitive, and doesn't get in the way of keeping the simulation realistic (simply move a piece of wood to the desired rate
you want the fire stoked at). The sounds are excellent, the graphics out of the world with every bit and bob modeled, and she's
got more than enough to keep you satisfied and busy.

Simply put, this simulation falls in line with the rest of Smokebox's work. Get it, and don't wait!. crappy... the idea was cool
but... well the mere fact you cant zoom in properly is baffleing to me.. most games youd be able to hold down your scroll wheel
and swivel the camera around not here... I feel like Im playing the entire game from a tactical prespective so they can skimp on
the graphics and just make the back ground look pretty. the game "FTL" Is hounestly far FAR better then this and if you had
combat like the pictures up there^ and could zoom in then it MIGHT make it at least semi decent... withen half an hour your
likely to have found all the events and they dont change... just jump survive mine/kill blah blah blah what ever move on... that is
the ENTIRE game... the game star wars rebelion made in 1998 had more in depth events and creativty and that is a massive
shame. intersting idea but fell short on well tbh, tatics, units,events, combat,graphics... oh wait no... the gack ground looked nice
I guess?. A very short and sweet experience, fun to stream to some friends which is what I did. I'm not a fan of the secret
achievements due to there being no way of knowing how to obtain them unless you used a guide or bashed your head against the
wall for a while... nonetheless I think I enjoyed this title.. Short but well crafted experience.

Feels like a cut down 'Chair in a Room' which is no bad thing.

I hope the Devs build a full game around this concept.. Welp, it's time to write a review. It's not a happy one either.

Alright, so I like to say first off, the servers are horrible. I sat for quite sometime in a menu saying, "Waiting."

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=741804286

I've read through the discussions and it's been happening for awile and on previous builds and it's not fixed yet. Fun.
So, i restarted my game, it worked just fine up until i clicked game, public space, and "lost connection. Returning to main-
menu" okay, that's fine and dandy too. Oh, a fatal error caused the game to close? Nice.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=741813929
https://i.gyazo.com/87be6e7d862917941c05317df00af5f5.png

Okay, i can look past all of that. But when the lost connection and fatal error happens again i cannot forgive this. The game is
full of errors and problems. I understand it's early acess. But it has a long way to go before I will even give it the satisfaction
of trying to play it again. For now, no. Do not play it, do not install it, do not even give it the light of day. Wait for the initial
release.

-10/10 ~Not worth your time.

UPDATE 6/17/16

Welp came back to see how the game was, welp. Im am very disapointed. Customization in general needs a DLC pack, so you
are stuck looking like a potato. The bowling is a joke, LOOK DOWN TO HAVE STRONGER POWER. Right, >.>
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I stopped right there,it's♥♥♥♥♥♥and it's highly stupid, i'd rather play second lifes bowling over this joke.

Again, -10/10 DONT ♥♥♥♥ING PLAY
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Just flew this plane during a real world lesson today, and flew this addon 172N directly after my lesson. It's a very faithful
recreation, especially with P-factor during takeoff and climb. The tachometer's green arc is too large, which I believe should go
from 2000 until the red line at 2700 rpm. Highly recommend if you're looking for a real-feeling GA aircraft.. Don't do it.

Got it for $.99 thinking it's just a dollar. That money would have been better off in the trash.
Controls are terrible, gameplay in general is crap. It's 2016 and there's no episode 2 for obvious reasons. Ain't worth it.. I've had
this on my wishlist for a while just waiting until I got a couple games that this supports and my god does it make a difference.
Even in jsut Payday 2 I went from "Eh this is an alright game" to "I'll play this for at least 100 hrs".

Pros:
- Combats motion sickess (for some people)
- Enhances immersion
- Easy to use and set up
- Can have different profiles for games
- Developers are extremely responsive and involved in the community
- Tracker support will allow you to "jog/walk in place". There is a youtube video from the developers showing this.
- Good price

"Cons":
- VR becomes life

Lots of love to Myou for transparent development progress and plans even when you run into snags!. So so, some good
elements, but the boss that wipes out your towers with no possible defense is one of the most irritating mechanics I've seen in
any tower defense game. I see the developers have replied this "adds strategic options", which doesn't even make sense. It's just
a bad mechanic and should be removed. Sort of ruins the game. There's a reason no other TD game has this feature.

Witha few little tweaks like that would be a good little game. Had the odd crash but thats not the end of the world.. Why ever
play anything but this?. One of the best retro platformers i have played in years. the controls are super tight, and the level
designs are usualy built in such a way that you are never thrust into a situation where you could not react. the gameplay feels liek
a mega man game and overall the level selection and weapons you aquire along the way feel (for the most part) fuffiling. the
astetics of the game feel very strange but intresting at the same time. this game is for peopel who enjoyed mega man or other
classic platformers to a great degree, and are not afraid of a very dificult game.. I got this game hoping it was as easy to play as
the trailers showed, but even if i took the same line as in the trailer, I got stuck and had to winch out, then got a penalty for no
reason. The game also crashed when I had another tab open.. What has my life become?
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